A complete determination of when the elements of a fundamental group of a (countable) graph of profinite groups are conjugacy distinguished is given. By embedding an arbitrary fundamental group G into one with profinite vertex groups and making use of the above result, questions on conjugacy separability of G can be reduced to the solution of equations in the vertex groups of G.
Introduction
An element g of a group G is said to be conjugacy distinguished (or conjugacy separable) in G if for every element h of G not conjugate to g there exists N <f G such that gN and hN are nonconjugate in G/N. A group is conjugacy separable if all its elements are conjugacy distinguished. The bestknown classes of conjugacy separable groups are polycyclic-by-finite groups [10] , profinite groups [11] , free-by-finite groups [5] , and certain Fuchsian groups [19] . Results are also known on conjugacy separability of certain amalgamated free products (e.g., of free groups [18] ), and some one-relator groups with torsion [1] . In the last mentioned paper the authors ask whether every one-relator group with torsion is conjugacy separable. More generally, one can ask when the fundamental group of a graph of groups is conjugacy separable.
In order to investigate these problems one might adopt the following strategy: let G be a residually finite group, with G its profinite completion (i.e., G is the inverse limit of the system of finite images G/N of G). It is easily shown that if g, h £ G are conjugate in every finite image of G, then they are conjugate in G, and so G is conjugacy separable if and only if whenever g, h £ G are conjugate in G, then they are conjugate in G. Unfortunately, if G is a nontrivial fundamental group of a graph of groups, then G is still not sufficiently well understood (cf. [7, 20] ) to allow for the successful completion of the last step. A complete answer can be given when the vertex groups are themselves profinite groups. This, in turn, allows necessary and sufficient conditions to be derived for the general case.
Let X be a connected graph, let & = {Ax, x e VX, He, e £ EX} be a graph of groups over X, and let G = nx(S', X) be the fundamental group of this graph of groups (see [2, 4] , or [14] for the relevant definitions and properties). We assume that G is residually finite, and denote by Ax the profinite completion of the vertex group Ax with respect to the induced topology {Ax n M: M <f G} . Let He denote the topological closure of He in A¡(e).
The edge isomorphisms can be extended to these closures (cf. Lemma 3.1). The result is a graph of groups over X with fundamental group G+ (for details see §3). The obvious maps Ax -» Ax extend to an embedding of G into G+. If we denote the conjugacy class of g in G by gG and f]M<¡ G gGM by clo(gG), then we have:
Theorem 3.4. For every g £ G we have clo(gG) = cla+(gG+) n G.
The point of this result is that most elements of G+ turn out to be conjugacy distinguished (i.e, clo+(gG+) = gG+) ■ If g £ G is such an element, then g is conjugacy distinguished in G if and only if gG+ n G = gG. This condition is quite tractable, and amounts to whether certain equations hold in the vertex groups Ax and Ax . Assuming that we have enough information about the vertex groups and their completions, the conjugacy separability of G can be decided.
To state the results for G+, let Y be a maximal subtree of X, and write A+ = (Ax : x £ VX) < G+ . Then A+ is the fundamental group of the graph of groups 2? restricted to Y, and G+ is an HNN-extension with base group A+ . As a consequence of 4.4, 4.6, and 4.9 below we get Theorem A. Let a £ A+ .
(i) If either no conjugate of a belongs to a vertex group, or X is locally finite, a £ Ax, and no Ax-conjugate of a belongs to an edge subgroup, then a is conjugacy distinguished in A+ .
(ii) Assume that X is locally finite, let D = \JeeEX He, and suppose a £ D belongs to only a finite number of edge subgroups. Then a is conjugacy distinguished in A+ if and only if there exist vertices xx, ... , xm of Y such that D n aA+ = D n {aûl ■""< : a¡ £ Ax¡} . D For elements of G+ we obtain from 5.1, 5.3, 5.6, and 5.8 Theorem B. (i) All elements of G+\A+ , and all elements of A+ satisfying condition (i) of Theorem A, are conjugacy distinguished in G+ .
(ii) Assume that X is locally finite, and let D' -\JeeEx\EY He and C = \Jxevx-A* ■ Then h £ D' is conjugacy distinguished in G+ if and only if hG+ C\C is a union of a finite number of sets of the form Cn {hg: g e AXife\ ■■ ■ Axjee"nAXn+i, for some e¡ £ EX\EY, e,■ -± 1, and x, £ VX}.
This in particular settles the problem for the case when the vertex groups are profinite, since such a G can be residually finite if and only if G = G+ , by 3.3 below.
Notation
Let X be a directed connected graph, 2? a graph of groups {Ax: x £ VX; He: e £ EX with isomorphisms 6e from 77^ < A,^ to 77? < At{e)} over X, and G = nx (2?, X) the fundamental group of (2?, X) relative to the choice of a fixed maximal subtree Y (see [2, 4] G={A,te: t~{hte = hde for all h £ He, e£ EX\EY).
In the notation of [16] let 7 = 1(2?, X) denote the set of all sequences (Px)xevx satisfying the following conditions: (a) Px < Ax and there exists an integer m = m(P) suchthat \AX : Px\ < m for all x £ VX, (b) (Pi{e)nHe)de = Pt(e)^Hë for all e £ EX. For P, Q £ I we write P < Q if Px ç Qx for all x.
For P £ I let 2?p denote the graph of groups {Ax/Px, 77e T^j/T^j, induced isomorphisms 6e,p}, and let Gp = nx(2?p, X). The projections Ax -> Ax/Px clearly extend to an epimorphism %p: G -» Gp. It is well known that Gp is free-by-finite (e.g., [14, Exercise 2 on p. 123]). Also note that if M <f G then P -(M n Ax)xeVx € 7, and G/M is a homomorphic image of Gp . In particular, this implies that if G is residually finite then f]P€¡ Px = (1) for all x £ VX. We assume this from now on. For g £ G write gG for the conjugacy class of g in G. and He is naturally isomorphic to the inverse limit linv6/ (77?/77í,n7J,(í,)) [12] . The isomorphisms induced by fL on the quotients He/Her\P¡(e) are compatible Proof. The edge subgroups of G+ are closed_in their vertex groups by definition, and 3.1 implies that if P £ 1(2?) then P = (Px) e I(2?+). The residual finiteness of C7+ is therefore a consequence of the theorem of [16] . For the second part let P £ I, and consider the following diagram with exact top row:
The diagram is easily seen to commute, and Ax/Px = Âx/Px implies that pp is an isomorphism. Then 1 = (kerp)pnP = (kerp)nppp implies that ker/j ç keritp for all P, so ker/z ç f^ker^ = f)M< GM by 2.1. On the other hand, G/ker/j is a subgroup of G+ ; being residually finite, the reverse inclusion follows. D
Before proceeding further we mention that, in general, profinite closedness of the edge subgroups in their vertex groups is not necessary for the residual finiteness of G (cf. [15, 17] ). In the case of profinite vertex groups, however, we have the following result. We are not assuming that p is injective.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Let S -elG(gG) = f)p<E¡ gGkemP (by 2.1). Then using ker// ç kernP (cf. the proof of 3.2) we have Sp= f)(gG ker nP)p = Ç)(gp)GK(kernP)p. Since conjugacy separable groups are residually finite, we henceforth assume that kerp -(1), and identify G with Gp. The statement of 3.4 can then be written more simply as elG(gG) = clG+(gG+) n G. What is the point of this result? Let g and g' be elements of G which are conjugate in every finite image of G. By 2.1 this means that for every P £ I there exists wp £ G such that g'np -(wpl gwp)np, and at first glance it is conceivable that the "length" of the elements wp (in whatever sense) might be unbounded. Now if we have clG+(gG+) = gG+, then 3.4 implies that g' £ clG(gG) = gG+ n G, so g' = w~lgw , where w £ G+ . This, of course, means that the above wP can be chosen to have bounded length. It turns out that conjugacy separability is commonplace for elements of G+ . Before we proceed with this, we state the following, which does not require kerp = (1). Proof, (i) Let Yg consist of all vertices x of Y such that g £ Ax, and all geodesies between them. If g £ Ax n Ay , and p is the F-geodesic from x to y, then g belongs to every vertex group of p (since adjacent vertex groups in A generate their amalgamated free product). In other words, g belongs to every vertex group of Yg . Moreover, 77^ = Al(e) n At(eX for any edge e, so g £ He if and only if i(e) and t(e) belong to Yg .
(ii) Among all subtrees Z with g £ A(Z) pick one with the fewest number of vertices, and call it Yg . Fix a vertex Xo in Yg . Then the normal form tx ■ ■■ tna of g can be represented by a closed path p at xo , with p entirely contained in Yg (since g £ A(Yg)). Now let Z be a subtree such that g £ A(Z). Suppose first that Yg -{xo}. If xn £ VZ then g £ AXo n A(Z) must be an edge element (consider the geodesic from xo to A(Z)), a contradiction. So in this case Yg ç Z .
There remains the case where Yg has more than one vertex. If Z contains every end vertex of Yg then Yg c Z , so suppose Z does not contain some end vertex x of Yg , and let e be the edge of Yg that ends at x . Now the path p must visit x at least once (since otherwise g £ A(Yg\{e, x})), and if t¡ £ Ax then t¡ ^ 1 (since p looks like... , e, x ,e~,... at x , and we have a normal form). If Z and Yg were disjoint then g £ A(Z) (~)A(Yg) would be an edge element, which is not the case. Thus Z' = Z U Yg\{e, x} is a subtree of Y such that g £ A(Z'). If xo is on Z' then we have the immediate contradiction that g can be represented in normal form by a path q in Z', and q ^ p since x is on p but not on q. So we must have xo = x. But since Z and Yg are not disjoint we can always choose xo to be a common vertex. This final contradiction shows that Z D Yg , as required. D
To define the notion of a reduced form for elements of A we need a definition. Let A' be a nonempty subtree of a finite tree A. By a reduction process R from A to A' we mean a sequence Ax, ... , Am of subtrees of A such that A, = A, Am = A', and Ai+, is obtained from A, by deleting an end vertex x, (for i = I, ... , m-l).
We let y¡ be the vertex of A, adjacent to x,, so when Proof. There exists Pq£ I such that Ygnp = Yg for all P ç P0 . To begin with, we can choose Px such that gnp is cyclically reduced in A(Yg)np relative to R, for all P ç Px . This is because ( 1 ) can be used to ensure that the finitely many vertex elements in the cyclically reduced form of g are excluded from the finitely many edge subgroups encountered by R. In particular, if P ç Px then gnp is not an edge element of AnP. Now suppose P ç PQ . Then gnp is a cyclically reduced nonvertex element of A(Yg)np , so the conjugacy theorem for amalgamated free products [9] implies that the conjugacy class of gnP in A(Yg)nP contains no vertex elements. If A D Yg is a finite subtree then the conjugacy class of gnp in A(A)np contains no vertex elements (consider a reduction process from A to Yg). Now let g' £ clA(gA), and let A D Yg be a finite subtree with g' £ A(A). Let R = {A,, ... , Am} be a reduction process from A to Yg . Replacing g' by a conjugate in A(A) we may assume that g' is cyclically reduced relative to R, and we may choose Po such that g'np is cyclically reduced for all P ç P0. If P ç To then gnp has minimal length in its ^(A)7r/>-conjugacy class, and belongs to A(A2)np\HyiXlnp . The conjugacy theorem for amalgamated free products [9] implies that g'np £ A(A2)np . Continuing in this way we finally obtain g'nP £ A(Yg)np , whence g' £ f)PCP A(Yg) kernP = A(Yg), as required. D
We can now prove Theorem 4.4. Let g be a nonvertex element of A such that g is cyclically reduced relative to some reduction process R from Yg to a vertex. Assume that (1) holds and that HXiyi is compact in the I-topology (where xxyx is the first edge deleted in the reduction process). Then g is conjugacy distinguished in A .
Proof. By 4.3 we have clA(gA) = [j gA , where each ga £ A(Yg), and we may assume that each ga is cyclically reduced relative to R. Fix a, and choose 7b such that for all P ç P0 , gnp , and ganp are cyclically reduced in A(Yg)np relative to R . The conjugacy theorem for amalgamated free products can now be applied to deduce that ganp is conjugate to some cyclic permutation of gnp , via an element of Hx¡y¡ np . Replacing g by a cyclic permutation if necessary we have ganp = (hplghp)np for all P ç P0, where hp £ HXiy¡ . Consider the function /: HXiyi -> A(Yg) given by f(h) = g~lh~lgh . With the appropriate profinitely topologies it is easy to see that / is continuous and ker np n A(Yg) is closed in A(Yg). Thus for each P ç P0, f~l(kernp) is a nonempty closed subset of HXiy¡ , and P ç Q implies that f~x(kemP) ç /-1(ker7tß), so we have the finite intersection property. If h£ Q f-\kemp) = f-x I f| kernp] =r'((l)),
PÇP0
\PÇP0 J then g~lh~lgh = 1, so ga £ gA . The result follows. D
The next lemma collects the information we need on conjugacy of edge and vertex elements. (ii) Let a £ Ax, b £ Ay, and ab £ C. Then there exists a vertex z such that a, b £ Az.
(iii) Let h £ D, and w be a nonvertex element of A such that hw £ C. Let w -ax---ar be the reduced form of w (relative to some reduction process R of Yw), where the a¡ £ C. Then ft"'-"' £ D for 1 < i < r-1.
(iv) Let a£ Ax be such that aAx n 7) = 0. Then aAr\D = 0, and aAnC = aAx.
Proof, (i) Choose x as close to Yh as possible subject to a £ Ax, and get a contradiction to ha £ C by assuming that x ^ VYh and considering the geodesic from x to Yh .
(ii) Similar to (i): choose x, and yx as close to each other as possible (on the geodesic joining x and y) subject to a G AXl and b £ Ay] .
(iii) First note that Yh(lYw ^ 0 , for otherwise a consideration of the geodesic from Yh to Yw gives the contradiction hw £ C. Thus a = hw £ A(YW). The proof is by induction on r, where w -ax ■ ■ ■ ar. Consider the first step in the reduction process: if hUl is not an edge element then hw is reduced as written (in the amalgamated free product of A(A2) and AX] ) and so cannot be a vertex element. Therefore hx = ha< £ D, and a = h^2'Ur. The result follows by induction on r (using part (i)).
( (Note that condition ( 1 ) is a consequence of the compactness assumption, so 4.4 is applicable.) We may therefore suppose that clA(gA) = [j af , where each a, is a vertex element of A . Let S = U¡(e)=x ^ » an(* n°te that S is compact since X is locally finite. Put 7> = gAxnp<lSnp . We claim that there exists 7b such that TP = 0 for all P C 7b . Suppose not. Note that Q Q P implies that Tq maps Proof. We know that clA+(hA+) = 1J hf with each ha £ D. Let K = hA+ nD = \Ja Da(h), the union being over all finite sequences a . If z £ clA+(hA*)C\D and P £ I then there exists a sequence a(P) such that znp £ Da(P)(h)np ç Knp , so z G K ker np . Thus
Now D is a compact subset of A+ , and so is closed. Therefore clA+(K) = cId(K) . Conversely if z G clD(K) and F G 7 then znp £ Knp, so znp £ Da(h)np for some sequence a (depending on P). In other words, z G clA+(hA+), and we have shown that clA+(hA+) n D = clD(hA+ n D). We also note that for a fixed sequence a, the set Da(h) is a complete subspace of the compact set D (since each vertex group Ax is compact), and is therefore compact. So if hA+ r\D = Da(h) then clA+(hA+) n D = clD(K) = K = hA+ n D, which implies that every ha £ hA+, and so h is conjugacy distinguished in A+ . Conversely, suppose clA+(hA+) = hA+. Then K -hA+ n D = clo(K), so the compact (since closed) set K is the (countable) union of the closed sets Da(h). Enumerate the finite sequences {ax, a2, ... } , and put T¡ = Ui</<, At, W . Then K = U~i T¡, and each T¡ is closed. By the Baire Category Theorem (or rather its proof, using compactness), some 7/0 has nonempty interior, and so contains a set of the form hPx n D, where h £ D and P £ I. Since Fx </ .4* and ÍT is compact, it is easy to see that K is the union of finitely many T¡, whence K = 7) for some j. Let a be the concatenation of the sequences ay,..., <Tj. Then it is clear that Da¡(h) ç Da(h) for 1 < i < j, and so hA+ r\D = K = Tj CDa(h), as required. D
The following are immediate consequences of 4.7 and 4.8. Theorem 5.1. Let g £ G+ be cyclically reduced and of length at least one. Then g is conjugacy distinguished in G+ . Proof. Let z be a cyclically reduced element in clG+(gG+). It is easy to see that the edge subgroups Hee are closed in A+, so we can find Po £ I such that \g\ = \gnp\, \z\ = \zitp\, and both gnp and znp are cyclically reduced in Gp for all P ç P0. The conjugacy theorem for HNN-extensions (e.g. [3] ) now implies that \gnp\ = \znp\, so \g\ = \z\. Modulo the same P we know that gnp and some cyclic permutation of znp have the same sequence of tsymbols with the same exponents. Replacing z by a suitable cyclic permutation we may assume that g = axfe\ ■ ■ ■ ant\nn and z = bxfe\ ■ ■ ■ bnte"n. Since \J"=0He¡e¡ is compact, there exist elements h¡ G He¡ei such that /z,7i/> = hitpnP for all P. Then we have the equations h0bx = axhx, (hx6e\)b2 = a2h2, ... , hn6¡n = ho, and so z = h^1 gh0 . The result follows. D
To deal with conjugacy separability of elements of A+ in G+ , we begin with the following trivial observation, which can be proved by using a length argument (as in the proof of 5.1) and the conjugacy theorem for HNN-extensions. Proof. Choose 7b such that for all P ç 7b we have YaJ!p = Ya and a np is cyclically reduced (cf. the proof of 4.4). Then (anp)A*np n Dnp = 0 by 4.5(iii) and using the fact that no nonvertex conjugate of an edge element can be cyclically reduced. Now let b £ clG+(aG+) n A+ . Then bnp is conjugate to anp in Gp . Since no /4+7t/>-conjugate of anp can belong to an edge subgroup in Gp , we must have bnp conjugate to anp in A+np , and so b £ clA+(aA+) = aA+, the latter by 4. and so T¡(Q) maps into T¡(P).
We construct the elements c, inductively, beginning with cq = a. Assume that C\,... ,Cj-\ have been chosen subject to (ii) and c¡np £ T¡(P) for all P, and 1 < j < i -1. Let KP = {c'np £ T¡(P) : there exists a £ Sp(a, b) such that C7j_i = Ci-Xnp and a¡ = c'np}. Then each KP / 0, and if Q ç P then .tvq maps into Kp under the induced map Gq -> 6V. Let (dpnp) belong to the inverse limit of the sets Kp. Then each dp £ \JyevAt ^y > anc* the latter set is compact, so there exists c¡ £ [jyevA.^y sucn that c¡np = dpnp for all P. Therefore, for every P there exists a £ Sp(a, b) such that cr,_i = c¡-Xnp and cr, = c¡np. Also c,np £ T¡(P) for all P. To verify (ii), note that for each P the element c¡np is either conjugate to c,_,7r/> by some element of UyeFA,-, Áynp , or is the image of c,_,7t/> under some 9e<p , where e £ LA,. The number of possibilities is therefore finite and independent of P, and so at least one must hold for all P. If c¡np = Ci-Xnpde<p for all P, then c,_, g He and we get c¡np = (c¡-Xde)np for all P, whence c, = cl-X6e . If c¡np ~ c,_,7t/> in Uye^A,^7^ f°r a^ P> tnen c' ~ c'-' m UygKA/^y > using compactness. This proves (ii) for c,, and so the inductive construction goes through. Lemma 5.7. If D is compact, then so is C -\Jx€ vx Ax . Proof. It is sufficient to prove that C is complete, since we can always regard C as a subspace of the profinite completion A+ . So let {ap : P £ 1} be a subset of C such that for all Q ç P we have aQnP = aPnP . If every aP £ D, then the compactness of D implies the existence of h £ D such that apnP = hnP for all P, and we are done. Now suppose that ap0np0 £ Dnp0 for some Fo. Then apnp $ Dnp for all P ç P0, for if ap £ Av / Ax for some P ç P0, then ap0npa = aPnPo £ AynponAxnPo ç Dnp0, contrary to assumption. But now the compactness of Ax gives the result, a
Consider the set of all finite sequences a = (xx, e\l, ... , en", xn+x), where x, G VX, e¡ £ EX\EY, and e, = ±1. For such a sequence let Ba(h) = Cn{h8: g = axfe\---f¿an+x, a¡ G AXi for all i}.
Theorem 5.8. Assume that X is locally finite and D is compact. Then h £ D' is conjugacy distinguished in G+ if and only if there exist finite sequences ox..., crm such that hG+ n C = \J¡lxBa¡(h).
Proof. By 5.5 the element h is conjugacy distinguished in G+ if and only if K = hG+ n C is closed in A+. Since C is compact (by 5.7) and therefore closed, this is equivalent to K being closed in C, i.e., to K being compact. Now K = \Ja B"(h), the union being over the countably many sequences a. An application of Baire's Category Theorem (cf. the proof of 4.8) shows that K is compact if and only if it is the union of finitely many Ba¡(h). (One needs to show that each Ba(h) is closed. For this, use the compactness of the Ax to show that Ba(h) is complete.) G
